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APPLICATION MACHINERY SPECIALISTS & CONTRACTORS

Metam 510
Metam 510 application is a very specialised operation and only contractors
complying with the Manufacturers duty of care are approved. Operators require a PA
13 certificate ADR licence and very specific training to operate the equipment.
Metam 510 is distributed by Certis and is delivered in either IBC containers or 220
litre barrels. Farm deliveries are allowed to secure sites prior to application. We
transport the IBC containers to the place of operation in a caged trailer. Empty
containers are returned to our yard where they are decontaminated prior to collection
by a Certis approved contactor for recycling. Our machines are equipped with RDS
rate master flow controls and programmed to the required rate selected by the
customer. There is no recognized certificate of calibration due to the toxicity of the
chemical so we do this by running a measured amount from a IBC through the rate
master into a empty IBC which records that the measured amount is recorded
correctly. Our tractor is fitted with a GPS measuring device and we also carry hand
held GPS to ensure and check accurate application.
Key Points.
1. Metam 510 is classified corrosive and dangerous for the environment and full protective
clothing as directed on product label should be used whilst handling the product.
2. The product is used in concentrated form and not diluted so the potential for contamination is
high.

3. Metam 510 is very corrosive when it mixes with moisture. Care to avoid moisture ingress into
the equipment should be taken.
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Empty IBC Containers should be returned to the supplier and not reused in any way.
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